Ressort: Politik

Ethiopian Gov't TPLF Or WOYANE is a Slaughter!!!
Switzerland, 06.05.2018 [ENA]
Being Woyane has occupy over the property/sovereignty "Junior"race-related occurrence are expanding
like a large destructive fire that spreads quickly over woodland. The source of hate has been endlessly feed
with belief and it is silently increasing in people’s soul. Conflict linking different ethnic group have
enlarged as a direct outcome of the government’s Ethnic-Based/Background master plan.
Being Woyane has occupy over the property/sovereignty "Junior"race-related occurrence are expanding
like a large destructive fire that spreads quickly over woodland. The source of hate has been endlessly feed
with belief and it is silently increasing in people’s soul. Conflict linking different ethnic group have
enlarged as a direct outcome of the government’s Ethnic-Based/Background master plan. Many guiltless
people, substantially children and women have vanished and collapse their lives.
Prejudice of determined types of people by reason of their race-related birth or the mother tongue they
speak is on the advance. Racial sanitizing is taking place unrevealed behind the mask of self-rule and the
division of a country into smaller areas that govern themselves . Such conduct has been consumed and even
stimulated by the administration. Recent schedule are largely accountable for intensifying differences
instead of fostering the familiar component that lead people cooperatively.

Woyane is Murderer and outlaw group, representation who wears the wrong democracy or example of
unconditional dictatorship. This group couldn't be examine as government in view of the fact that it does
not accomplish those list main1things that whichever government each and every or how much autocrat
parliamentary democratic should recognition.
•Gov't should safeguard the countries existing boarders being divest or taken away bay neighbor states
except for the government with people involuntary by army frustrate or peoples of that country are gladly
to give land for proximate or boarder territory for some reason or exposition.
•The Gov't should investigate proportionately the native whatever positive or negative with notwithstanding
of circle or any nationality.
And those below things must be eliminated, for the sake of basic fundamental human rights and democracy
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-Approving State of emergency and controlling public human basic rights.
-Sedition Act( imprisonment without trial)
-Imprisonment of opposition leaders, Journalist's and Bloggers
-Censorship of public newspaper and media
-Change of ministers from its own political party after disagreement
-Rigged elections
To conclude my article this murderer and burglary group totally misfire to keep those things what I
mentioned above and Woyane itself is legitimate incendiary. each person or country who encouragement
TPLF association by any means should not forget that he is likely encouragement of the multitude
assassination of Ethiopians ,exceptionally Amara and Oromo populations.
Bericht online lesen: http://scpress.en-a.de/politik/ethiopian_govt_tplf_or_woyane_is_a_slaughter-70966/
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